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§ Federated Learning (FL): Multiple clients collaborate to train 
machine learning models without sharing their raw data. 

§ Global FL: All clients share one global model. 
- Example: FedAvg, FedProx, etc. 

§ Negative Transfer: When clients
have non-IID data, 𝜖! ℎ" > 𝜖! ℎ!
for some client 𝑖, 
- the global model ℎ! can be even 

worse than the local model ℎ" ! 
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Negative Transfer in Federated Learning

Local Training Global FL
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Clustered FL and Collaboration Structure

Local Training Global FL Clustered FL

§ Clustered FL groups clients into coalitions based on distributions; 
each client only shares model with clients in the same coalition. 

§ Question: What is the optimal collaboration structure, i.e., which 
clients should train shared model? 



§ Theory: We analyze how clustered FL performance is affected by 
two key factors: distribution distance and data quantity. 

§ Algorithm: We propose FedCollab to solve for the best 
collaboration structure. 

§ Extensive experiments: We test FedCollab under label shift, 
feature shift and concept shift with various models / datasets. 
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Our contributions
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Theory: Error Bound for Clustered FL 

§ The error upper bound of client 𝑖 is controlled by
- Collaboration structure 𝛼"#

- Pairwise distribution distances 𝐷 𝒟", 𝒟#
- Data quantities 𝛽#



§ The optimal collaboration structure (that minimizes the error 
bound) depends on distribution distances and data quantities! 

§ Clients prefer collaborators with smaller distribution distances. 
- Collaboration is only beneficial when distribution distance is small enough. 

§ Clients with more data are pickier in the choice of collaborators. 
- Collaboration is only beneficial when quantity is small. 
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Theory: Optimal Collaboration Structure



§ FedCollab minimizes an empirical estimation of the error bound. 
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Algorithm: FedCollab



§ FedCollab alleviates negative transfer for both global FL and 
personalized FL. 
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Experiments: Alleviating Negative Transfer

IPR: % of clients with accuracy gains, i.e., FL model is better than local model
RSD: standard deviation clients’ accuracy gains



§ FedCollab outperforms other clustered FL algorithms because it 
utilizes quantity information and provides high-quality estimation 
of distribution distances. 
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Experiments: Comparison



§ Theory: We analyze how clustered FL performance is affected by 
two key factors: distribution distance and data quantity. 

§ Algorithm: We propose FedCollab to solve for the best 
collaboration structure. 

§ Extensive experiments: We test FedCollab under label shift, 
feature shift and concept shift with various models / datasets. 
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Summary


